
Design Concepts
Lifestyle

With the goal of creating of a university based retirement community with ties 
and connections to Ball State University and the City of Muncie. Designed with 
the principles of the sustainability of an ecovillage, the project will replace 
currently existing Scheidler apartments on property owned by Ball State. The 
projects goal is to create and provide housing for retiring professionals and 
provide an active university lifestyle with access to amenities and campus 
with interactions between both university students and local residents. 

The first structures of Scheidler apartments were built in 1967, with the completion 
of several additional apartments being built in following years. The proposed 
development is intended to increase the potential usage of the site and replace the 

growing energy inefficient design of the 
current structures. 
 
Focused on sustainability and providing 
a high quality lifestyle of engagement, 
the Ball State Retirement Community will 
have the potential to become a shining 
example of sustainable living and a proud 
destination to have for the City of Munice.

Retired professionals being the target 
market means creating a community 
with their specific wants and needs in 
mind. As retirees are just that, retired, 
creating a community that can support 
their increased free time and desire 
for personal enjoyment is important.   

Life after leaving their professional field 
does not mean a drop in energy or 
activity, but in most cases the opposite. 
Retirees have more time to spend 
pursing hobbies and activities their 
professional lives often prevented them 
from enjoying fully. Time spent through 
the day working can instead be used to 
have quiet walk or run on a sunny day, or 
visit the variety of restaurants and cafes 
in their local area with past coworkers. 
  
Providing such an active lifestyle means 
creating engaging space on a local, 
easily accessible level. To make such living 
a daily event, rather than something to be 
treated to.
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Circulation
The ability to move through the site is key 
to encouraging community connection, 
as well as allowing outdoor activities. 
Removing any perceived barriers from the 
pedestrian’s path to encourage them to 
explore and exercise, and keeping streets 
friendly enough for those both driving and 
on foot so as not to discourage movement. 
 
Methods to improve circulation through 
a site include having dedicated areas for 
various modes of movement, such as streets, 
bike lanes, and pedestrian walkways/
sidewalks. From there, creating something 
of interest to make a space a destination 
and keep visitors there should be next. 
The combination of points of interest and 
creating channels of movement between 
them can be powerful tools in directing 
movement them.
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